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Abstract The detection of very high-energy neutrinos by
IceCube experiment supports the existence of a comparable
gamma-ray counterpart from the same cosmic accelerators.
Under the likely assumption that the sources of these parti-
cles are of extragalactic origin, the emitted photon flux would
be significantly absorbed during its propagation over cos-
mic distances. However, in the presence of photon mixing
with ultra-light axion-like-particles (ALPs), this expectation
would be strongly modified. Notably, photon-ALP conver-
sions in the host galaxy would produce an ALP flux which
propagates unimpeded in the extragalactic space. Then, the
back-conversion of ALPs in the Galactic magnetic field leads
to a diffuse high-energy photon flux. In this context, the
recent detection of the diffuse high-energy photon flux by
the Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO)
allows us to exclude at the 95% CL an ALP-photon coupling
gaγ � 3.9–7.8 × 10−11 GeV−1 for ma � 4 × 10−7 eV,
depending on the assumptions on the magnetic fields and on
the original gamma-ray spectrum. This new bound is comple-
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mentary with other ALP constraints from very-high-energy
gamma-ray experiments and sensitivities of future experi-
ments.

1 Introduction

Ultra-light Axion-Like-Particles (ALPs) often appear in var-
ious Standard Model extensions, including effective models
derived from string theory [1–3], or in the context of “relax-
ion” models [4]. Similarly to the QCD axion, ALPs can also
be thought as pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons of broken,
approximate symmetries, (see e.g. Sec. 6.7 of Ref. [5] for a
recent review). A minimal model of ALPs accounts for their
electromagnetic coupling through the Lagrangian term [6]

Laγ = −1

4
gaγ Fμν F̃

μνa = gaγ E · B a , (1)

where gaγ is the ALP-photon coupling constant, Fμν is the
electromagnetic field tensor and F̃μν = 1

2εμνρσ Fρσ is its
dual, and the ALP, a, is assumed to have a mass ma . The
coupling in Eq. (1) induces a mixing between ALPs and pho-
tons in a background electromagnetic field, leading the two
states to oscillate into one another [6,7]. This conversion
phenomenon is the basis for the majority of the experimen-
tal and observational ALP searches (see, e.g., Refs. [8–11]
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for recent reviews). Conversions of very-high-energy (VHE)
cosmic photons into ultra-light ALPs (with ma � 10−7 eV)
in cosmic magnetic fields of Galactic or extragalactic ori-
gin have been proposed as an intriguing possibility to per-
form ALP searches with gamma-ray telescopes (see, e.g.,
Refs. [12–17] for seminal papers). VHE photon-ALP con-
versions would imprint peculiar modulations in astrophysical
spectra from faraway sources, such as blazars, active galactic
nuclei, pulsars and galaxy clusters, see, e.g., Refs. [18–37]
for an incomplete list of studies that pointed out intriguing
hints and bounds on ALP parameter space (see also Ref. [38]
for a recent review).

The production of VHE gamma-rays in astrophysical envi-
ronments is strictly connected with the emission of neutrinos.
VHE astrophysical neutrinos (E � 10 TeV) detected in Ice-
Cube [39–45] are produced in connection with high-energy
gamma-rays via the pp and pγ interactions, and they have
comparable energies. The energy and angular distribution of
the neutrino flux detected at IceCube points to the extragalac-
tic origin of these neutrinos and gamma-rays. Photons with
energies between a few TeV and a few PeV have a short mean
free path (a few Mpc to about 10 kpc) compared to the extra-
galactic distances where the emitters are located. As such,
these photons are not expected to reach the Earth. In pres-
ence of ALPs, however, this may become possible. Indeed,
photons might convert into ALPs in the magnetic field of the
source, travel unabsorbed until our Galaxy, and then convert
back in the Galactic magnetic field. This setup would allow
one to realize a sort of cosmic “light-shining-through-the-
Universe” experiment, as proposed in different papers, see
e.g. [16,19].

Reference [46] pointed out the physics potential of current
and upcoming gamma-ray detectors to constrain the photon-
ALP mixing, through a measurement of the diffuse gamma-
ray flux generated by extragalactic sources of 100 TeV-PeV
photons. In this regard, the recent Ref. [47] used the diffuse
gamma-ray signal measured by Tibet ASγ and HAWC to
search for ALPs, constraining gaγ � 2.1 × 10−11 GeV−1

for ma < 10−7 eV. Following this interesting result, we take
advantage of the recent preliminary measurement of the dif-
fuse gamma-ray flux by the Large High Altitude Air Shower
Observatory (LHAASO) [48,49] to present a new bound on
ALPs, complementary to the one of Ref. [47].

The plan of our work is as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss
the expected photon spectra from the extragalactic sources
exploiting the connection with the measured neutrino flux
at IceCube. Then in Sect. 3 we revise the photon-ALP con-
version mechanism, recalling the equations of motion for
the photon-ALP ensemble and modelling the photon-ALP
conversions in the magnetic field of the host galaxy and the
back-conversions in the Milky-Way. We arrive in this way
at characterizing the diffuse gamma-ray flux produced by
the ALP conversions. In Sect. 4 we show how to obtain a

bound on the ALP-photon coupling, requiring that the dif-
fuse photon flux produced by the ALP-photon oscillations in
the Galactic magnetic field does not exceed the flux observed
in LHAASO. In Sect. 5 we discuss the complementarity of
our bound with other ones from very-high-energy photon
observations. Finally, in Sect. 6 we summarize our results
and we conclude. In Appendix we comment on the depen-
dence of our bound on the host galaxy magnetic field, on the
assumption on the star formation rate, and on the impact of
a photon Galactic background on our results.

2 Gamma-ray sources and initial fluxes

The ALP flux entering our Galaxy originates from the
gamma-ray production in the extragalactic sources of Ice-
Cube neutrinos. The extragalactic origin of IceCube neutri-
nos is well motivated by their energies of the order of 1 PeV,
which require acceleration of cosmic-rays up to tens of PeV,
a feature that is much more naturally realized in extragalactic
rather than Galactic sources. Since the sources are outside of
the Galaxy, they can naturally be taken as isotropically dis-
tributed. Therefore, even though the regions probed by Ice-
Cube and LHAASO are different, we can naturally extend
our inferred source properties from the IceCube data to the
region probed by LHAASO.

We are assuming photohadronic pγ (or hadronic pp) neu-
trino production in a compact region inside a host galaxy.
This neutrino production is accompanied by a corresponding
gamma-ray production which escapes the compact region.
There are two crucial assumptions here: first of all, we are
assuming the compact region to be transparent for gamma-
rays with energy of the order of 100 TeV. This is a tricky
assumption, especially in view of the fact that the sources
of IceCube neutrinos in the 10–100 TeV are likely to be
gamma-ray opaque [50–52] because of the tension between
the IceCube data and the diffuse gamma-ray background
Fermi-LAT measurements. In fact, using a broken power-
law spectrum close to our parameterization in Eq. (2) with a
break energy Eb, Refs. [51,52] show that with Eb � 60 TeV
explaining the IceCube data would imply a cascaded gamma-
ray flux that would exceed the Fermi-LAT measurements of
the extragalactic gamma-ray background. Furthermore, as
noted in Ref. [50], it is quite natural for pγ sources of neu-
trinos between 25 TeV and 3 PeV to be opaque to gamma-rays
between 1 GeV and 100 GeV, since the target photons for pγ
interactions also act as a target for photon attenuation. How-
ever, this does not mean that gamma-rays above 100 TeV
should be absorbed. In this higher energy range, which is of
interest here, the neutrino production can be explained by
gamma-ray transparent sources without exceeding the mea-
sured extragalactic gamma-ray background. Thus, current
data do not suggest sources opaque to gamma-rays with these
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energies, and we consider it likely that gamma-rays above
100 TeV manage to escape the compact region into the host
galaxy.

Our second assumption is indeed that the neutrino sources
are embedded in a galactic environment. This assumption is
likely verified in most candidates proposed for explaining
the IceCube data, including star-forming and starburst galax-
ies [53–62], active galactic nuclei [63–69], and gamma-ray
bursts [70–74].

The gamma-rays associated with the IceCube neutrinos
are produced by the hadronic component of cosmic-rays in
the host galaxy. Under the assumptions above, they are a
guaranteed component of the extragalactic diffuse gamma-
ray flux. On the other hand, on top of it one cannot a priori
exclude a contamination of gamma-rays produced leptoni-
cally. We neglect this possibility, as it would only increase
the gamma-ray signal expected at Earth, and therefore would
strengthen the bounds we obtain.

Concerning the neutrino flux, we follow the model in
Ref. [46]. In order to exploit the neutrino-gamma connection,
we consider at first photohadronic sources. In each source the
neutrino spectrum is given by [46]

Qν(E) = dNν

dEdt
∝

[
1 +

(
E

Eb

)2α
]−1/2

. (2)

We consider three models from three different IceCube data
analyses: the 9.5-year through-going (TG) muon neutrinos
data sample [75], the 6-year cascades data sample [76], and
the 7.5-year high-energy starting events (HESE) one [77].
The three models mainly differ for the spectral index α,
namely

α =
⎧⎨
⎩

2.37 TG νμ,

2.48 cascades,
2.92 HESE.

(3)

For all the models, the break energy is taken as Eb = 60 TeV
to avoid exceeding Fermi-LAT data [51,52]. We want to point
out that the different choice of Eb respect to Refs. [46,47],
where Eb = 25 TeV, has no impact on the final result of
this work because it does not strongly affect the detected
flux at the energies of interest, close to 300 TeV. Indeed, the
normalization of the neutrino spectrum in Eq. (2) is fixed
from the measurement of the diffuse neutrino flux dφν/dE
at 100 TeV by inverting the following equation [47]:

dφν

dE
=

∫ ∞

0

[
(1 + z)Qν(E(1 + z))

]
ns(z)

∣∣∣∣c dtdz
∣∣∣∣ dz . (4)

where the first term in large brackets is the emission neutrino
spectrum Qν for neutrinos emitted at redshift z with the pref-
actor of (1+ z) accounting for the compression of the energy

Table 1 Model parameters for the the source density ns , Eq. (5), values
taken from [79]. The last column reports the neutrino data we adopt to
compute the source neutrino spectrum Qν in the three cases

Analytic fits ns(0) α β γ z1 z2 Qν

Upper 0.0213 3.6 − 0.1 − 2.5 1 4 HESE

Fiducial 0.0178 3.4 − 0.3 − 3.5 1 4 Cascades

Lower 0.0142 3.2 − 0.5 − 4.5 1 4 TG νμ

scale, and the second term ns(z) is the comoving source den-
sity that we assume proportional to the star formation rate
(SFR), that we describe it by the functional fit of Ref. [78]
so that

ns(z) = ns(0)

[
(1 + z)αη +

(
1 + z

B

)βη

+
(

1 + z

D

)γ η]1/η

,

(5)

where ns(0) is the normalization (in units of 10−6 Mpc−3),
B and D encode the redshift breaks, the transitions are
smoothed by the choice η � −10, and α, β, and γ are the
logarithmic slopes of the low, intermediate, and high redshift
regimes, respectively. The constants B and D are defined as

B = (1 + z1)
1−α/β,

D = (1 + z1)
(β−α)/γ (1 + z2)

1−β/γ , (6)

where z1 and z2 are the redshift breaks. All the parameters of
the model are collected in Table 1 based on [79]. In Table 1
we have also reported the source neutrino spectrum that we
consider for each SFR, defining Upper, Fiducial, and Lower
benchmark initial neutrino fluxes.

In Fig. 1 we show the source density of Eq. (5) as a function
of the redshift z for the three different set of parameters of
Table 1: upper (black continuous curve), Fiducial (red dashed
curve) and Lower (blue dotted curve). It is possible to observe
how the maximum contribution comes from 1 � z � 4, for
all the cases.

Having ascertained the number of neutrinos emitted
from each source, we obtain the corresponding gamma-ray
spectrum by the multi-messenger relation for pγ interac-
tions [80]:

Qγ (Eγ ) = 2

3
Qν

(
Eγ

2

)
. (7)

While this relation specifically applies to neutrinos produced
by photohadronic interactions, it is still valid as order of mag-
nitude for pp sources. In Fig. 2 we show Qγ as a function
of the energy E , obtained considering our fiducial SFR (see
Sec. III C) and the three data-sets, HESE (black dotted line),
cascades (blue continuous line), and TG νμ (red dashed line).
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Fig. 1 Source density ns in function of the redshift z. We show ns for
the three sets of parameters in Table 1: upper (black continuous curve),
Fiducial (red dashed curve) and lower (blue dotted curve)

Fig. 2 Photon spectrum Qγ from a single source as a function of the
energy, according to three different neutrino data-sets: TG muon neu-
trinos (red dashed line), cascades (black dotted line) and HESE (blue
continuous line)

3 Photon-ALP conversions

3.1 Equations of motion

The initial gamma-ray flux, in presence of ALPs, is strongly
modified compared to the standard case. The Lagrangian
describing the interaction between ALPs and photons is
shown in Eq. (1) and it allows for ALP-photon conver-
sions in the magnetic field of the host galaxy and the back-
conversions in the large-scale Galactic magnetic field.

Assuming a monochromatic photon/ALP beam of energy
E propagating along the x3 direction in a cold ionized and
magnetized medium, for very relativistic ALPs and photons,
the evolution can be described in terms of the Liouville equa-
tion [6,81]

i
d

dx3
ρ = [H0, ρ] − i

2
{Habs, ρ}, (8)

for the polarization density matrix

ρ(x3) =
⎛
⎝ A1(x3)

A2(x3)

a(x3)

⎞
⎠ ⊗ (

A1(x3) A2(x3) a(x3)
)∗

(9)

where A1(x3) and A2(x3) are the photon linear polarization
amplitudes along the x1 and x2 axis, respectively, and a(x3)

denotes the ALP amplitude. In Eq. (8) the first commutator
at right-hand-side contains the ALP-photon mixing Hamilto-
nian H0 and the second anticommutator contains the photon
absorption Hamiltonian Habs.

The mixing Hamiltonian H0 simplifies if we restrict our
attention to the case in which B is homogeneous. We denote
by BT the transverse magnetic field, namely its component
in the plane normal to the beam direction and we choose
the y-axis along BT so that Bx vanishes. The linear photon
polarization state parallel to the transverse field direction BT

is then denoted by A‖ and the orthogonal one by A⊥. Corre-
spondingly, the mixing matrix can be written as [82,83]

H0 =
⎛
⎝�⊥ 0 0

0 �‖ �aγ

0 �aγ �a

⎞
⎠ , (10)

whose elements are [6]: �⊥ ≡ �pl + �CM⊥ + �CMB, �‖ ≡
�pl +�CM‖ +�CMB, �aγ ≡ gaγ BT /2 and �a ≡ −m2

a/2E ,

where ma is the ALP mass. The term �pl ≡ −ω2
pl/2E

takes into account plasma effects, in terms of the plasma
frequency ωpl expressed as a function of the electron density

in the medium ne as ωpl � 3.69 × 10−11
√
ne/cm−3 eV. The

terms �CM‖,⊥ represent the Cotton–Mouton effect, account-
ing for the birefringence of fluids in the presence of a
transverse magnetic field. A vacuum Cotton–Mouton effect
is expected from QED one-loop corrections to the photon
polarization in the presence of an external magnetic field
�QED ∝ |�CM⊥ − �CM‖ | ∝ B2

T , precisely �‖ = 7
2�QED

and �⊥ = 2�QED [6]. Finally, the term �CMB ∝ ρCMB

represents the background photon contribution to the pho-
ton polarization [84]. An off-diagonal �R would induce the
Faraday rotation, which is however totally irrelevant at VHE,
and so it has been dropped. For relevant parameters at redshift
z = 0 we use

�aγ � 1.5 × 10−2
(

gaγ

10−11GeV−1

) (
BT

10−6 G

)
kpc−1 ,

�a � −0.8 × 10−4
( ma

10−8eV

)2
(

E

102 TeV

)−1

kpc−1 ,

�pl � −1.1 × 10−12
(

E

102 TeV

)−1 ( ne
10−3 cm−3

)
kpc−1 ,

�QED � 6.1 × 10−4
(

E

102 TeV

) (
BT

10−6 G

)2

kpc−1 ,

�CMB � 8.0 × 10−3
(

E

102 TeV

)
kpc−1 , (11)
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where the expression for �CMB is a valid approximation for
E < 100 TeV. We will provide later the complete expression
used in our work.

VHE photons undergo pair production absorptions by
background low energy photonsγVHE+γEBL → e++e−. We
emphasize that we are assuming the compact source inside
the host galaxy to be gamma-ray transparent, and are only
accounting for absorption in the larger host environment and
in the Milky-Way. The absorptive part of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (8) can be written in the form

Habs =
⎛
⎝ 0 0

0  0
0 0 0

⎞
⎠ , (12)

where  is the VHE photon absorption rate, which as a func-
tion of the incident photon energy E is given by [85] (see
also [18])

(E) =
∫ ∞

m2
e/E

dε
dnbkg

γ

dε

∫ 1− 2m2
e

Eε

−1
dξ

1 − ξ

2
σγγ (β), (13)

where the limits of integration in both integrals are deter-
mined by the kinematical threshold of the process and

σγγ (β)=σ0(1 − β2)

[
2β(β2 − 2) + (3 − β4) log

1 + β

1 − β

]
,

with σ0 = 1.25 × 10−25 cm2, is the cross section for the pair
production process [86] as a function of the electron velocity
in the center of mass frame β = [1 − 2m2

e/Eε(1 − ξ)]1/2.
Here ε is the background photon energy, and ξ is the cosine
of the angle between the incident and the background pho-
ton. The photon background spectrum dnbkg

γ /dε takes into
account the γ absorption caused by cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB), and in the Milky Way we also account for
the presence of starlight (SL) and infrared (IR) backgrounds.
The SL+IR background is extracted from the GALPROP
code [87].

In the upper panel of Fig. 3 we show the VHE photon
absorption rate, obtained from Eq. (13), as a function of the
photon energy E , for the host galaxy (red dashed lines) and
the Milky Way near the Sun (black continuous line). The
changing of the slope of the Milky Way  reflects the three
components of dnbkg

γ /dε (CMB, SL and IR). Due to these
components, the absorption rate is monotonically increasing
for almost all the energy range considered. Only at very-
high-energies (Eγ > 3×103 TeV),  decreases as expected,
reflecting the decreasing behaviour of σγγ for β → 1. The
absorption term  dominates the mixing term �aγ for E >

103 TeV for B = 5 μG and gaγ < 2.0 × 10−11 GeV−1.
Once obtained , we can calculate the �CMB parameter

as discussed in Ref. [84]:

Fig. 3 Upper panel: VHE photon absorption rate as a function of the
photon energy E for the host galaxy (red dashed curves) and the Milky
Way near the Sun, using the dnbkg

γ /dε in Ref. [84] (black continuous
curves). Lower panel: �CMB factor as a function of the photon energy
E obtained with Eq. (14)

�CMB = E

π
× p.v.

∫ ∞

0
dE ′ (E ′)

E ′2 − E2 , (14)

where p.v. indicates the Cauchy principal value integral. This
expression is valid in all the range of energy of our interest,
i.e. 1 TeV < E < 104 TeV, and we use it in the conversion
probability evaluation. In the lower panel of Fig. 3 we show
the �CMB parameter as a function of the photon energy E .
One realizes that at E > 102 TeV there are strong devia-
tions with respect to the naive linear dependence of Eq. (11),
reflecting the behaviour of the absorption factor .

3.2 Photon-ALP conversions in the host galaxy

In principle the cosmic accelerators producing neutrinos and
photons may host strong magnetic fields B ∼ O(1−10) μG
(see, e.g., [29,88,89]). However, due to the severe uncertain-
ties in the characterization of these fields, we conservatively
neglect this possibility. Besides being conservative, this is
also pretty realistic: within the compact region, one needs
rather strong magnetic fields to achieve an efficient conver-
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sion. However, large magnetic fields actually inhibits, rather
than enhance, the photon-ALP conversion in the compact
region, because of the large photon refraction in the mag-
netic field due to �QED. Therefore, the conversion in the
compact region is likely subdominant compared to the con-
version in the host galaxy. Therefore, we consider at first
the conversions of the gamma-ray flux in the host galaxies
where the sources are embedded. Concerning the strength of
the magnetic fields, one expects values and morphology sim-
ilar to our Milky Way (see Refs. [90–92] for recent studies).
Furthermore, a combination of regular and turbulent com-
ponents might be present. However, due to the presence of
large uncertainties in the description of these source fields,
we assume two simplified models. Namely (a) a box of con-
stant magnetic field, mimicking in this way a regular field,
(b) a cell model where in each domain the magnetic field can
change strength and direction, like in Ref. [46]. This latter
model would represent the pure turbulent case.

3.2.1 Box model

We start considering the propagation of photons in a single
magnetic domain with a uniform B-field with Bx = 0, the
component A⊥ decouples away, and the propagation equa-
tions reduce to a two-dimensional problem. Its solution fol-
lows from the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian through
a similarity transformation performed with an orthogonal
matrix, parametrized by the (complex) rotation angle �

which takes the value [6,81]

� = 1

2
arctan

(
2�aγ

�‖ − �a − i
2

)
. (15)

When �aγ  �‖ − �a the photon-ALP mixing is close to
maximal, � → π/4 (if the absorption is small as well). On
the other hand, from Fig. 3 one sees that for E < 103 TeV
�CMB grows with the photon energy. Therefore at sufficiently
high energies �aγ � �‖ − �a and the photon-ALP mixing
is suppressed.

One can introduce a generalized (including absorption)
photon-ALP oscillations frequency

�osc ≡
[
(�‖ − �a − i

2
)2 + 4�2

aγ

]1/2

. (16)

As noticed before, for E � 103 TeV the absorption effects
are subleading. In this situation the probability for a photon
emitted in the state A‖ to oscillate into an ALP after traveling
a distance L is given by [6]

Ps
γ→a = sin22� sin2

(
�osc L

2

)

= (�aγ L)2 sin2(�oscL/2)

(�oscL/2)2 , (17)

where in the oscillation wave number and mixing angle we
set  = 0. It is also useful to define a critical energy, above
which Paγ � 0. Similarly to Ref. [93], the terms in �osc can
be rearranged such that a critical energy is defined as

Ec = 2�aγ E

�‖ + �CMB

= 2.14 × 103 T eV(
B

μG

)2 + 5.71

(
gaγ

10−11GeV−1

) (
B

μG

)
. (18)

Therefore, one expects that the conversion probability would
be already strongly suppressed before absorption effects
become relevant.

For definiteness, we assume values of the magnetic field
for the host galaxies in the ballpark of what suggested
by observational constraints [90–92]. In particular we take
BT = (5 ± 3) μG, constant on a box with L = (5 ± 3) kpc.
In Fig. 4 we show the value of the conversion probability
Ps

γ→a as a function of the host-galaxy size for E = 10 TeV,
gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1 and BT = 8 μG (red contin-
uous line), and BT = 5 μG (black continuous line). This
result must be averaged over the photon polarization, assum-
ing unpolarized light. Because of the oscillating behavior
with distance, with wavelength comparable to the propaga-
tion length, we choose to average over the path traversed by
the photon as well:

〈Ps
γ→a〉 = 1

2
×

∫ Lmax
Lmin

dL Ps
γ→a

�L
, (19)

where Lmin = 2 kpc, Lmax = 8 kpc, �L = 6 kpc, and the
factor 1/2 takes into account the average over the two photon
polarization states. The averaged probabilities are also shown
in Fig. 4 in dashed curves. It results that the case of BT =
5 μG presents a larger 〈Ps

γ→a〉 than the case with BT =
8 μG because of the choice of magnetic model, which gives
an oscillation length comparable with the extension of the
magnetic field.

3.2.2 Cell model

As a second case, following Ref. [46] we consider a dif-
ferent model for the source magnetic field to represent the
turbulent case. The field is assumed to be divided into cells,
whose length is fixed to l = 1 kpc and where B has fixed
strength and direction. In each cell, the BT components are
variable and follow a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and variance 2B2

T /3, such that 〈|BT |〉 = BT . We obtain the
mean probability in each cell 〈Pγ→a〉 by averaging over the
Gaussian distribution of BT . Then, to obtain the conversion
probability for n domains of length l, we follow the treat-
ment in Ref. [81] to which we address the reader for further
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Fig. 4 Photon-ALP conversion probability in the host-galaxy as a
function of the source size L for the case of a regular field, for
E = 10 TeV, gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1 and z = 0. We consider
two values of the magnetic field: BT = 8 × 10−6 G (red curves) and
BT = 5 × 10−6 G (black curves). The continuous curves represent
the probability Ps

γ→a(L), while the dashed ones represent the average
〈Ps

γ→a〉

details. Finally, we obtain the total conversion probability in
the source 〈Ps

γ→a〉 averaging over the host-galaxy size.
In Fig. 5 we show the average conversion probability

〈Ps
γ→a〉 for the single box magnetic field (continuous curves)

and for the cell model (dashed curves). We take gaγ =
3×10−11 GeV−1 and z = 0. Concerning the magnetic field,
we take BT = 5 μG (black curves) and BT = 8 μG (red
curves). The general trend of the probabilities is quite sim-
ilar for the two models. However, the absolute value in the
energy-independent region (E < 102 TeV) is smaller in the
cell model case due to the less efficient conversions because
of the loss of coherence after each cell. Conversely, at higher
energies one finds an opposite trend because of the reduced
suppression proportional to the average magnetic field mag-
nitude (see Eq. (18)). On the other hand, when E approaches
Ec ∼ 103 TeV [see Eq. (18)] the conversion probability drops
till it becomes negligible in both cases.

3.3 Impact of the redshift

Till now all the considerations we have done neglect the effect
of redshift on the photon-ALP conversions. However, as evi-
dent from Fig. 1 one expects the largest contributions from
photon sources at 1 � z � 4. Therefore, redshift effects
should be taken into account as we describe in this Section.

The redshift effects leave unaltered the equations of
motion [Eq. (8)], after an appropriate rescaling of the differ-
ent parameters, as we now explain. Since the number density
of the electrons traces that of matter, and the average number
density of electrons goes as the third power of the size of the
Universe, we obtain the relationship

Fig. 5 Average 〈Ps
γ→a〉 conversion probabilities in the host galaxy at

z = 0 as a function of the energy E . We take gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1

and consider BT = 8 × 10−6 G (red curves) and BT = 5 × 10−6 G
(black curves). The continuous curves are for a single box regular B-
field, while the dashed curves refer to the turbulent cell model

ne(z) = ne,0(1 + z)3. (20)

This is the redshift effect entering the plasma frequency ωpl.
Concerning the B-field in the host galaxy, in principle one
should take into account a possible evolution as a function
of the redshift [94]. However, there is no clear picture in the
trend of this effect, see e.g. Ref. [95]. Therefore we prefer
to assume no redshift dependence in the host magnetic field.
Moreover, we have not assumed a scaling of the magnetic
cells size in the source [96], while the energy of the beam
scales as

E(z) = E0(1 + z) , (21)

where with subscript 0 we indicate the today values of the
different quantities. Considering these redshift relations, we
find that the quantities in Eq. (11) evolve as

�aγ = �0
aγ ,

�a = �0
a

(1 + z)
,

�pl = �0
pl(1 + z)2 ,

�QED = �0
QED(1 + z) ,

where the supescript 0 indicates the today value. Concerning
the absorption factor  in Eq. (13) one has to properly redshift
the background photon energy ε, the VHE photon E and the
photon background density bkgγ . In particular, as discussed
above for E � 103 TeV the main contribution to the cosmic
opacity is associated with CMB photon background. In this
situation the redshifted expression of  is analytical. Indeed,
the CMB background spectra scales as
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Fig. 6 Redshift evolution of the factors �a (black continuous curve),
�QED (red dashed curve),  (blue dotted curve), �pl (magenta dot-
dashed curve), �CMB (green dot-dashed curve) and �aγ (orange long
dot-dashed curve) evaluated at E = 10 TeV, B = 5 μG,ma � 10−7 eV
and gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1

dnCMB
γ

dε
= ε2

π2

1

eε/TCMB(1+z) − 1
. (22)

Then, with the change of variable ε′ = ε/(1 + z) in Eq. (13)
it can be shown that  scales as

(E, z) = (1 + z)3(E(1 + z), z = 0)

= (1 + z)3(E0(1 + z)2, z = 0), (23)

where the factor (1 + z)3 accounts for the increasing for the
background photon number density of the redshift and the
scaling E(1 + z) in the energy is due to the increasing in
energy of the background photon. The maximum of absorp-
tion thus shifts to lower energies when z increases. From
the scaling of (E, z) and Eq. (14) one can obtain that the
redshift of �CMB(E, z) follows the same law.

In Fig. 6, we show the evolution in z of the relevant quanti-
ties, in Eq. (11), for E = 10 TeV, B = 5 μG,ma � 10−7 eV
and gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1. It is clear that the suppression
of the conversion probability 〈Pγ→a〉 starts at z ∼ 2 − 3,
when  � �aγ ,�QED.

In Fig. 7 we show the averaged conversion probability
〈Ps

γ→a〉 in function of the redshift z of the host galaxy. We
consider the single box magnetic field (continuous curves)
and for the cell model (dashed curves). We take gaγ = 3 ×
10−11 GeV−1 and E = 10 TeV. As in Fig. 5, we take BT =
5 μG (black curves) and BT = 8 μG (red curves). The
general trend is a reduction of the conversion probability at
increasing z due to the increasing of the  and �CMB factors
over z, as it is possible to see in Fig. 6. For z > 2, 〈Pγ→a〉
is suppressed as a consequence of �CMB > �aγ . Moreover
〈Ps

γ→a〉 in the single box model drops to zero before that

Fig. 7 Average 〈Ps
γ→a〉 conversion probabilities in the host galaxy at

E = 10 TeV as a function of the redshift z of the source. We take
gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1 and consider BT = 8 × 10−6 G (red curves)
and BT = 5 × 10−6 G (black curves). The continuous curve are for
a single box regular B-field, while the dashed curves refer to the cell
model

in the cell model, similarly to what happen for the energy
evolution in Fig. 5.

3.4 Diffuse ALP flux

As next step we determine the diffuse ALP flux produced by
VHE gamma-ray conversions in the different host galaxies. In
analogy with the diffuse neutrino flux of Eq. (4) we write [47]

dφa

dE
=

∫ ∞

0

[
(1 + z)Qγ (E(1 + z))

]

×
〈
Ps
aγ (E(1 + z))

〉
ns(z)

∣∣∣∣c dtdz
∣∣∣∣ dz, (24)

where we added the conversion probability in the host galaxy
〈Ps

aγ 〉 computed at the emission energy E(1 + z).

3.5 ALP-photons back-conversions in the Milky-Way

After ALPs and photons leave the host galaxy in which the
source is placed, they propagate in the extragalactic space. At
the energy we are considering (E > 10 TeV) the photons are
completely absorbed due to the high intergalactic medium
opacity. Instead, ALPs propagate unimpeded. Due to the
uncertainty in the extragalactic magnetic field, we assume
it sufficiently small in order to avoid ALP-photon conver-
sions in the extragalactic space (see, however, Ref. [25] for
possible effects). When ALPs reach the edge of the Milky-
Way, back-conversions into gamma-rays might occur in the
Galactic B-field. Then, the gamma-ray flux at Earth is given
by

dφγ,⊕
dE

= PMW
aγ

dφa

dE
, (25)
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Fig. 8 Skymap of the
conversion probability in the
Galaxy for
gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1,
ma � 10−7 eV and
E = 10 TeV. The regions probed
by LHAASO is highlighted by
the white dashed line and the
region approximately defined by
b ∈ [−1◦, 1◦] is masked to
avoid contamination by known
sources in the Galactic plane

where dφγ,⊕/dE is the photon flux reaching the Earth,
dφa/dE is the flux obtained from Eq. (24) and PMW

aγ is the
photon-ALP conversion probability in the
Milky-Way.

We model the Galactic magnetic field as described by
the Jansson-Farrar model [97] with the updated parame-
ters given in Tab. C.2 of Ref. [98] (“Jansson12c” ordered
fields) and an electron density in the Galaxy described by the
model in Ref. [99]. The ALP propagation and mixing in the
Galaxy is a purely three-dimensional problem because of the
highly non-trivial structure of the magnetic field (note that
we neglect the small-scale turbulent field [33]). Therefore,
both the photon polarization states play a role in the oscil-
lation phenomenon. We have closely followed the technique
described in Refs. [19,100] to solve Eq. (8) along a Galactic
line of sight and obtain the back-conversion probability PMW

aγ

for the produced ALP. In Fig. 8 we show the skymap of the
conversion probability PMW

aγ for gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1,
ma � 10−7 eV and E = 10 TeV, as well as the region
probed by LHAASO, corresponding to galactic longitude
25◦ < l < 100◦ and latitude 1◦ < |b| < 5◦. The coordi-
nates in the plot correspond to a Mollweide projection with
positive longitudes on the right of the plot. It results that the
averaged PMW

aγ ∼ 10−2 in the region of interest probed by
LHAASO. Note that a strip of 1◦ around the Galactic plane
is not considered since the LHAASO measurement masked
this region to avoid contamination by known sources, which
are abundant in the Galactic plane. Finally, in Fig. 9 we
show the produced photon flux in the Galaxy due to ALP
conversions. For definiteness, we assume the box model of
the host galaxy B field with BT = 5 μG, and the Fidu-
cial case of Table 1 for the photon spectrum in source. We
take gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1 (blue continuous line) and
gaγ = 4×10−11 GeV−1 (green dashed line). LHAASO data
points [49] are also shown. In the next Section we will show
how to obtain a bound in the plane gaγ vs ma requiring that
the produced photons flux does not exceed the experimental
one.

Fig. 9 Expected photon flux from ALP conversions. We assume the
box model of the host galaxy B field with BT = 5 × 10−6 G and
the Fiducial case of Table 1 for the photon spectrum in source. We
show cases with gaγ = 3 × 10−11 GeV−1 (blue continuous line) and
gaγ = 4×10−11 GeV−1 (green dashed line). LHAASO data points are
also shown

4 Analysis and results

To constraints the ALP parameter space, we perform a chi-
squared analysis with

χ2 =
N∑
i=1

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(
dφiγ,⊕
dE E2

i − dφiγ,exp
dE E2

i
σ(Ei )

)2 (
dφi

γ,exp
dE ≤ dφi

γ,⊕
dE

)
0 (otherwise)

(26)

where N is the number of LHAASO data points, E2
i dφi

γ,exp
/dE are the experimental measurements and σ(Ei ) are the
errors associated to those data.

The quantity defined in Eq. (26) follow an half-χ2 dis-
tribution. Then we can exclude the values of gaγ for which
χ2 > 2.71 to obtain bounds at 95% confidence level (C.L.).
We take as benchmark case the host galaxy magnetic field as a
single box with BT = 5 μG, the Fiducial case of Table 1 and
no photon background in the Milky-Way. In the Appendix
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Table 2 Uncertainties on the ALP-photon coupling gaγ constraint,
varying the condition of the benchmark case. The last row indicates
the total uncertainty range when all sources are combined to form a
most optimistic and most pessimistic scenario

Source of uncertainties Absolute [10−11 GeV−1] Relative [%]

Qν and Qγ [4.25, 5.00] 17

B field [4.90, 7.40] 51

photon bkg [4.35, 4.85] 11

total [3.90, 7.80] 100

we comment the dependence of our bound on the host galaxy
magnetic field, on the assumption on the star formation rate
and on the presence of a photon Galactic background. We
summarize the impact of these factors on the final bound on
gaγ in Table 2. We realize that the largest uncertainty on the
bound is due to the unknown value of the magnetic field in
the host galaxy, leading up to ∼ 50% of uncertainty.

Taking into account all the uncertainty we obtain a band
in our exclusion plot shown in blue in Fig. 10 at 95% C.L.
The strongest constraint gives gaγ < 3.9 × 10−11 GeV−1

for ma < 10−7 eV and corresponds to BT ∼ 5 μG (single
box model), Upper case and photon background (light blue
area). Conversely the less restrictive bound gives gaγ < 7.8×
10−11 GeV−1 for ma < 10−7 eV and corresponds to BT =
2 μG (cell model), Lower case without photon background
(blue area). Finally, the black dashed curve corresponding to
gaγ = 4.8×10−11 GeV−1 is obtained for the benchmark case
described above. We notices that the bound is independent
on the ALP mass for ma < O(10−7eV), while it deteriorates
for higher values of the mass due to the mass suppression
effect of the conversion probability.

5 Comparison of the bounds

In this section we compare our new bound with other
ones in the same range of the ALP parameter space. As
custom, for comparison we take as reference the CAST
bound on solar ALPs [101]. We realize that in the worst
case our bound is slightly above the CAST bound (and
to the stellar bound on helium-buring stars [102]), namely
gaγ < 6.6 × 10−11 GeV−1. Conversely, in the most opti-
mistic case we improve the CAST bound by a factor ∼ 2.

In Fig. 10, we also show other complementary bounds in
the same region of the ALP parameter space from gamma-
ray observations from astrophysical sources. For ALPs with
masses ma � 10−9 eV, the strongest bound on gaγ is derived
from the absence of gamma-rays from SN 1987A, giving
gaγ < 5 × 10−12 GeV−1 for ma � 10−10 eV [103]. A
comparable bound on gaγ has been recently extended in the
mass range 0.5 � ma � 5 neV from the nonobservation

Fig. 10 Exclusion plots in the parameter space gaγ vsma from gamma-
ray observations. The LHAASO bounds are in blue, where the range
dark-light blue depends on the assumptions of the magnetic field in
the source and on the initial gamma-ray spectrum, and the dashed line
represents our benchmark case. For comparison it is shown also the
CAST bound on solar ALPs [101], comparable with the stellar bound
on helium-buring stars [102]. Other astrophysical bounds are in grey:
namely the SN 1987A [103], the Fermi-LAT one on NGC 1275 [24],
the H.E.S.S. bound on PKS 2155-304 [21], the Mrk 421 [104]. It is
shown also the region hinted by the spectral modulations of pulsars
(PSR) [105]. In magenta it is shown region where ALP conversions
would affect the transparency of TeV photons [20]

in Fermi-LAT data of irregularities induced by photon-ALP
conversions in the gamma-ray spectrum of NGC 1275, the
central galaxy of the Perseus Cluster [106]. Data from the
H.E.S.S. observations of the distant BL Lac object PKS 2155-
304 also limit gaγ < 2.1 × 10−11 GeV−1 for 15 � ma �
60 neV [107]. Finally, other limits have been obtained by
the ARGO-YBJ and Fermi-LAT observations of Mrk 421,
which find an upper limit on gaγ in the range [2×10−11, 6×
10−11] GeV−1 for 5 × 10−10 � ma � 5 × 10−7 eV [104].

However, these latter bounds strongly depend on severe
uncertainties on the characterization of the magnetic field
in the source and in the galaxy clusters. In this context, the
choice of pure turbulent field in galaxy clusters has been
recently criticized in Ref. [108] (see also Ref. [105]) showing
that assuming a regular magnetic field the bound would be
strongly relaxed, being confined above the CAST exclusion
region. As we have shown, since our bound is not based
on the detection of irregular modulations of the gamma-ray
spectrum, it is less sensitive to the uncertainty of the magnetic
fields.

We also show the region (PSR) hinted by the spectral
modulation observed in gamma-rays from Galactic pulsars
and supernova remnants, that can be attributed to conver-
sions into ALPs with a mass ma ∼ 4 × 10−9 eV and
gaγ ∼ 2 × 10−10 GeV−1 [105]. Apparently, this region is in
contrast with CAST bound and with SN 1987A. However, it
has been proposed in Ref. [105] that these bounds, relying on
ALPs production in astrophysical plasmas might be evaded,
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assuming environmental effects suppressing the in-medium
ALP-photon coupling. At this regard, our new bound being
based only on conversion effects would totally or partially
constrain the PSR hinted area.

Our bound is very similar to the recent one of Ref. [47]
based on the diffuse gamma-ray signal measured by Tibet
ASγ and HAWC which constrain gaγ � 2.1×10−11 GeV−1

for ma < 10−7 eV. The main differences come from the the
consideration of a photon background evaluated from the data
of HAWC and Tibet ASγ [109] which is not simultaneously
compatible with the LHAASO data-set.

Our bound still leaves a significant region of the parameter
space that can be probed by the future Cherenkov Telescope
Array [23,110], especially in connection with the region
where ALP conversions would affect the TeV photon trans-
parency (magenta region) [20]. However, at this regard, we
mention that in Ref. [111] recently it has been presented a
limit on gaγ from magnetic white dwarf polarization, that
would be in tension with all the region hinted by the TeV
photon anomalous transparency.

6 Conclusions

The latest data of VHE gamma-rays measured by LHAASO
have been used to constrain the ALP properties. Precisely,
photons produced in extragalactic sources convert into ALPs
in the magnetic field of the source forming a diffuse ALP flux
that propagates unhindered (by contrast with photons that are
absorbed) and re-convert into photon in the Galactic mag-
netic field. It is possible that this non-standard contribution
to the VHE diffuse flux is sizable, leaving some imprints in
the photon energy spectrum measured by LHAASO. Indeed,
in the presence of ALPs one expects a larger photon flux
compared to the standard case. We performed an analysis
based on the latest LHAASO data in the energy range 10–
500 TeV to constrain the ALP-induced photon flux and then
the ALP photon coupling. We exclude axion-photon cou-
plings gaγ > 3.9–7.8 × 10−11 GeV−1 at the 95% CL for
ma � 4 × 10−7 eV.

At this regard, we have evaluated the changes in the
assumption we have done (e.g. the module of the magnetic
field and the star formation rate model) finding a factor ∼ 2
of difference between the two extremal cases. Despite such a
factor is not huge for an astrophysical bound, it changes the
nature of our bound from being competitive with the bench-
mark CAST bound to being completely inside the CAST
excluded region.

Of course with a better characterization of the strength of
the magnetic fields in the host galaxies one would strengthen
the robustness of the bound.

Finally, we remark that a significant part of ALP parameter
space is left open to future gamma-ray experiments like CTA,

as well as for forthcoming ALP searches, e.g. with ALPS-
II [112] and IAXO [113] experiments. Therefore, exciting
times have to be expected in ALP searches due to the unprece-
dent sensitivity of future gamma-ray and axion experiments
that will start soon.
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Appendix A: Systematic uncertainty on the LHAASO
upper limits on gaγ

In this Appendix we comment about the systematic uncer-
tainty on the LHAASO upper limits on gaγ due to the
different assumptions of our work. We take as benchmark
case the host galaxy magnetic field as a single box with
〈|BT |〉 = 5 μG, and the Fiducial case for neutrino fluxes
in Table 1.
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Fig. 11 Variation in the bound on gaγ in dependence of the initial
fluxes described in Table 1: Upper (blue continuous curve), Fiducial
(black dotted curve) and Lower (red dashed curve)

A Impact of star formation rate and original photon
spectrum models

We discuss the changes in the results obtained for the bench-
mark case, considering the Upper and Lower case in Table 1.
These cases differ for the ns and Qγ models as described in
the table. In Fig. 11 we show the difference in the constraints
varying between the Lower, Fiducial and Upper case. As it
is possible to see the bound is rather stable (there is only
correction of ∼ 10%). This is because the ALP flux strongly
depends on gaγ (in the perturbative regime it depends on
g4
aγ ).

B Impact of host galaxy magnetic field

In Fig. 12 we show the impact on the exclusion plot for the
benchmark case on the assumption of the magnetic field in the
host galaxy. The continuous curve refers to the box model,
while the dashed curve corresponds to the cell model. In
each case the spread of the bound represents the variation of
BT ∈ [2, 8] × 10−6 G. The red curves shown the minimum
constraints obtained for BT = 2 μG, while the black curves
are for the maximum constraints obtained for BT = 5 μG for
the box model and BT = 8 μG for the cell model. It results
that the impact on the variation of the host galaxy magnetic
field model is a factor ∼ 1.5 for both models.

C Impact of photon background

Here we discuss how the bound changes if we assume the
presence of an additional gamma-ray flux background in the
Milky-Way. In this case the γ -ray flux on Earth can be written

Fig. 12 Variation in the bound due to the different choice of the mag-
netic field in the host galaxy. The continuous curve refers to the box
model, while the dashed curve corresponds to the cell model while the
black curves refer the maximum bound obtained in each model and the
red curves refer to the minimum bound. In each case the spread of the
bound represents the variation of BT ∈ [2 : 8] × 10−6 G

as:

dφγ,⊕
dE

= PMW
aγ

dφa

dE
+ dφ

bkg
γ

dE
, (27)

where dφ
bkg
γ /dE is the background photon flux. We model

this background flux as a power-law:

dφ
bkg
γ

dE
= NEα × F(E) , (28)

where N and α are the two parameters of the power-law
that have to be fitted and F(Eγ ) is a reduction factor caused
by the CMB and SL+Infrared absorption. The chosen back-
ground seems to properly fit into a 2σ range all the points of
the LHAASO data set except the last one. Therefore in our
analysis, we focus only on the first eight experimental points.
The reason is that, since we want to constrain an additional
component to be added on top of this background, the results
would not be reliable if the background itself were not real-
istic. We emphasize that eliminating one of the experimental
points from our analysis is only conservative, since we are
renouncing part of the information to constrain the model,
and therefore the constraints we will draw are more robust.

In Fig. 13, we show the result from the fit without consid-
ering the presence of ALPs, obtaining a χ2

0 = 10.97 over 6
degrees of freedom.

When the ALP flux is added on top of the background
component, we find that the fit always worsens. Therefore, we
consider the solution without ALP as the best fit over the com-
bined parameter space of the background and the ALP flux.
Using as a test statistic χ2 − χ2

0 , and again accounting only
for the upper fluctuations of the chi-squared, we exclude at
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Fig. 13 Fit of the LHAASO data points with the power-law back-
ground in Eq. (28). The χ2 � 11, showing how it is only a fit acceptable
into 2σ errors

Fig. 14 Impact on the constraint from the Fiducial case in the presence
of a photon background. The case with no photon background in red
dashed curve, while in the presence of a photon background we obtain
the black curve

95% confidence level values of gaγ such that χ2−χ2
0 > 2.71.

Due to the high value of χ2
0 , denoting no correct background

assumption, and to the strong dependence of the axion flux
on gaγ , there is some O(10) % of difference with respect to
the case without photon background as shown in Fig. 14.
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